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stants. If shape anisotropy is ignored, uniaxial anisotropy will be obtained 

only if either AlOOIAlll > a or AlOOIAlll < a with IAllll > IAlool. With com-

pressive stress, both cases would require AlII> a in addition to the above. 

For 0 in the (Ill) plane, the sum of Eqs. (3) and (17) gives 

(25) 

. III III By sett1ng dE Id8 = dE Id~ = 0, it may be shown that the pertinent ~trema 

move in the three {110} planes which contain the [Ill] axis. Since these 

three situations are equivalent, the problem may be solved for only one of 
11 

them (as with 0 in the (001) plane) by setting ~ = 4' The first result is 

that the extremum along the (Ill] axis does not move. However, the movements 
11 

of the other extrema in the (110) plane (i.e., ~ = 4) are given by 

sin8cos8(3cos 28 - 1) (26) 

which is plotted in Fig. 3 as 8 is varied from zero to 11. As the ordinate 

increases in a positive sense, the extremum at [001] rotateS towards the nor~ 

mal [Ill] d"irection until it meets the extremum from the [110) axiS And both 

disappear for (OAlll - tmM
2
)/Kl > 0.51. At the same time, the [111) exttemum 

rotates into the plane at 8 ~ 145°, which is a pole in Eq. (26), thus requ1r1ng 

that (OAlll - t1lM2)/Kl + ~ in order to reach the plane. Where (OAlll - t~2)/kl 
increases in a negative direction,the [001] extremum rotates toward the pole 

at 8 ~ 145°, and the [110] and [111] extrema merge and vanish at 8 ~ 110° for 
4 2 (OA

lll 
- 311M )/K

l 
~ -0.15. These conditions are depicted in Fig. 4. 

For convenience, all of the conditions for uniaxial anisotropy discussed 

above are listed in Table 1. In Table 2, the expressions for E along the nor

mal and different directions in the plane are given together with the differ

ences in energy which represent the effective uniaxial anisotropy constants K 
u 

These results may be used to calculate K once the uniaxial anisotropy condi
u 

tions have been satisfied. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

From the results summarized in Table 1, it is evident that the effect of 
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Variation of (oAlll - ~M2)/Kl with the polar angle e in the (110) plane for 
compressive stress a in the (111) plane. This curve is a plot of Eq. (26) 
for 0 < e < 1r • 
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FIG. 4 

Movements of important energy extrema and conditions for uniaxial anisotropy 
with stress in the (111) plane, for (a) Kl < 0 and (b) K > O. Activity in 
only one of the three pertinent {110} planes is shown ana shape anisotropy is 
assumed to be neglibible. 


